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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the desi5gn, materials, tooling, various manufact- 
uring processes, quality control, tes t  procedures and results associated with 
the fabrication snd t e s t  of a 113 scale boron/epaxy, booster thrust structure. 
A ccl~plete !wo4imensianaltruss type thrust structure, comprised of 
nine boron/epax~- tubular naeaibers and six apex fitt8-, was f'abricated under 
I 
the Phsse I1 propam. B e  program uas an extension of the Phase I effort, 1 
under which single tubular camponents of the same structure were fabricated 
and tested, lbe Phase I1 effort resulted in structurally representative 
I 
i 
flight hardware, and although not tested to date, verified the manufacturing 1 I 
I 
feasibility and ?roJected weight savings (30%) for this type cf structure. I 
i j 
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1.0 MTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
A one-third scale, two-dimensional booster thrust s2ructure segment 
applicable t o  early Space Shuttle booster configurations was designed using 
both boron/epoxy and titanium. The boron/epoxy design showed a 22 percect 
overall weight saving. When projected to  a fu l l  size structure a 3 6  weight 
saving can be expected. 
This program was undertaken as an extension t o  the Phase I program, 
which resulted in the success&l testing of single boron/epoxy tubular 
members. The intent was to  confirm the desiw procedures, analytical 
methods, projected weight savings and manufacturing feasibi l i ty  and to  
subs tant ia te  , by tes t ,  the structural integrity of the boron/epow tubular 
members as part  of a representative etructure. 
The s c q e  of the Phase 11 program provided for the fabrication and 
t e s t  of a nine member truss type beam 2 -84 m (112 inches) in length and 
1.01 m (40 inches) deep. 'Rle n ne boron/epoxy tubular members fabricated 
ranged 3 length from .831 m (32.72 inches) t o  1.122m (44.18 inches) and 
in  dimeter from .0762 m (3 .OO inches) to  .Og% m (3.87 inches). S i x  
t i t a n i m  apex f i t t ings and two lug f i t t ings were also fabricated, complet- 
i ~ g  the dotails required for truss assembly. The structure w a s  completely 
instrumented and shipped to the NASA, MSFC fox t e s t  i n  June of 1972. Due 
t o  a reorientation of fwnding pr ior i t ies  the structure ha€ not been tested 
to  date, and therefore no results are .wailable. 
2.0 DESIGN 
2.1 Thrust Structure Geometry 
The geometry of the one-third scale, three-dimensional booster 
thrust structure i s  shown in  Figure 2-1. The structure i s  1.01m (h inches) 
high inscribed withi? a 3.04m (120 inches) maximm envelope ring Ciameter. 
There are nine engine support points, one located centrally within a 2.03m x 
2.03m (80 inch x 80 inch) square with the remaining eight located a t  each 
corner and mid-point of each side of the square. Section A-A of Figure 2-1 
shows the two-dimensional center truss beam which has been fabricated and 
delivered under the mase I1 program. The beam i s  composed of nine members 
and i s  LOlm (40 inches) high and 2.84m (112 inches) in length. 
2 .2 Desim Loads 
The applied loads used for the design of the two-dimensional thrust 
structure were taken from the three-dimensional design conditions. The ap- 
plied lnads were then adjusted to  account for the removal of members i n  the 
third dimension and the different boundary conditions associated with the 
t e s t  structure as compared t o  the actual  vehicle structure. The resultant 
member loading, however, i s  ful ly  representative i n  both magnitude and type. 
Two loading conditions were used for  design: 
o Condition 1 - zero engine gimbal, applied loads i n  
the XY plane aligned with the X axid 
o Condition 2 - +Y engine gimbal, applied loads in 
the XY plane a t  an angle of .I22 rad. 
(7') to the X axis for  two load points 
and i n  the XY plane aligned with the X 
axis for the two remaining load points. 
Applied loads for the two design conditions are given in Table 2-1. 
Inte-ma1 member loads for the two-dimensional thrus t structure 
were generated with the use of an "ASTRAL" stiff'ness method Finite Ele- 
ment Analysis (F.E.A.) of Reference 1. The idealization for the F.E.A. 
is shown in  Figure 2-2 and i s  composed of 8 nodes and 11 members. A l l  
members are  beam elements wi+'*. moment capability a t  both ends, except, 
those which connect nodes 7 G; 8 :?hi& have no moment capability in the 

TABLF: 2-1 2D THRUST STRUCTURE APPLIED LOADS - ULTIMATE 
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METRIC-N CUSTOMARY -LB 
CONDITION 2 
.I22 n d  - ( 7 O )  ENG1N.E GIMBAL 
METRIC-N 









Figure 2 6  
plane of the truss. The t russ  i s  restmined against X translation a t  nodes 
1 and 3 and against Y translation a t  node 3. Internal  member loads for  
Conditions 1 and 2 are shown in  Figures 2-3 and 2-4. 
2.3 Thrust Structure Assembly and Structural  Arrangement 
The complete two-dimensional th s t ructme assembly i s  shown 
in Figure 2-5. It is comprised of nine boron/epoxy tubes, s i x  titanium 
apex f i t t ings  and two titanium lug f i t t ings .  Due t o  symmetry, there are 
only five different tubes and four different apex f i t t i ngs  required f c r  
the ent i re  truss assembly. Only three different de t a i l  configurations 
were used for  the five tubes. This was possible since the resultant  
c r i t i c a l  loading for the chosen identical  members were so similar. This 
approach resulted in  a structure that  was less costly to  fabricate than 
the structure with five different tubes and incurred only a small weight 
penalty. Common tubes are uti l ized for members 2265, 1243, and 2306-1244, 
1245, 2307 and 2308-1129 and 343. Common ap?x f i t t m g s  are used a t  nodes 
1 and 3 as  well as  4 and 6, with the f i t t ings  a t  nodes 2 and 5 being used 
in  only one location each. 
Design of the thrust  structure was influenced by assembly require- 
ments which necessitated the use of pin ended (lug type) joints a t  the end 
of members 1244 and 2307 contiguous to  the apex f i t t i n g  at node 2. n i s  
type of joint, while necessary t o  achieve a simple yet  effective assembly 
procedure, a lso  resulted i n  an apex f i t t i n g  design which was significantly 
l ighter and l s ss  complex than a f i t t i n g  which would have been required t o  
provide bending res t ra in t  t o  these members. 
The actual  assembly of the structure - a s  accomplished from three 
subassemblies; the center subassembly and the l e f t  and right side su2- 
assemblies. Cmpos i t i on  of each subassembly i s  as  follows : 
o Center Subassembly - Apex f i t t ings  a t  nodes 2 and 5, 
t o  which members 2265, 1245, 2308, 1243 and 2306 were 
ass embled . 
o Left Side Subassembly - Apex f i t t ings  a t  nodes 1 and 
6 t o  wMch members 343 and 1244 were assembled. 
o Right Side Subassembly - Apex f i t t i ngs  a t  nodes 3 and 
4 t o  which members 1129 and 2307 were assembled. 
The subassemblies were each prefitted and, upon completion, aligned in a 
common plane. The l e f t  and right side subassemblies were then moved la ter-  
a l ly  toward the center subassembly, effecting f i n a l  assembly. 
The attachment of a l l  members and f i t t ings  (except the node 2 lug 
3 2 
attachments) was accomplished with 1.515 x 10 ~ / m  (220 ksi)  bolts  in con- 
junction with nut plate assemblies attached t o  the inside diameter of each 
tubular portion of the apex f i t t ings .  The lug attachments were made by in- 
sertion of a clampup bushing through the common hole of the parts t o  be 
joined, followed by bolt  and nut installation. Subsequent t o  the installa-  
tion of a l l  required hardware a l l  bolts were torqued t o  prescribed levels 
indicated on the engineering drawing. 
2.4 Tube Design 
The basic members of the truss are designed as circular boron/epoxy 
tubes, capped a t  both ends by spli t-circular,  stepped, titanium splice f i t -  
tings, bonded within the laminate. The design of a typical tube (member 343) 
i s  shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7. The titanium splice f i t t ings  are i n i t i a l l y  
s p l i t  t o  f ac i l i t a t e  fabrication of the boron/epoxy tubes, which are layed-up 
under size, and subsequently "expanded" in a female mold form. After lamin- 
a t e  cure, the split-end f i t t ings  are joined by electron beam welding. Sub- 
sequent to  welding of the end f i t t i ngs  the internal diameter of the tube 
(over the titanium f i t t i n g  length) i s  f inish mchined. This machining re- 
moves the weld flash and sizes the mating surface for assembly into  the two- 
dimensional truss structure. 
Optimum tube sizes for the boron/epoxy beam-column members were 
obtained from the curves of Reference 2, and then adjusted for  a refined 
moment distribution by u t i l i z ing  a computerized stepped beam-column analysis. 
The analysis includes the effect of shear deformation as well as the increased 
st iffness of the titanium end f i t t ings .  Further adjustments t o  member s ize  
A, : : 
-. were incorporated t o  accommodate limiting splice loads - both bonded and 
.i 
bolLa. L i m i t s  for the splice loadings were established as a result  of 
studying numerous parameters, such as basic tube laminate requirements, 
bonded splice laminate requirenents, bonded and boited splice lengtha, lam- 
inate transitions, bolt  size, and influence of the tube internal diameter on 
the configuration of the titanium apex f i t t ings .  The tubular tension members 
LML~.I021-~ 
RCF I 
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for the truss were designed using standard techniques, with the ~ m e  consid- 
eration given to the splices as previously described. 
The bonded splices a t  either end of each bom/epoxy tubultlr member 
were designed by the Grrnmren developed STEP camptiter program of Reference 3. 
The program performs a close-form elast ic  analysis, inclcding p h t i c i t y  cor- 
rections due t o  the non-linear behavior of the adhesive, for m e t r i c  stepped 
bonded job t s .  I n  the design, the basic unspliced tube laminato and its ply 
stacking sequence are first considered. Additional plies of boron/epoxy are 
added t o  this laminate, and the to ta l  laminate is distributed over an assumed 
nuuiber of steps in the titanium splice fitting. A computer run is then made. 
Based on the results of the i n i t i a l  run, h e r  of plies, drop off rate, 
number of steps, step le-, and titaniun gage are varied unt i l  a splice of 
the desired strength is achieved. The procedure is iterative and usually 
requires two or three ram t 3  obtain an effective splice. The additional 
plies are added t o  the basic laminate at a rate of two  per increment, each 
increment is 7.62 mm (c.30 inch), with the longest additive ply nearest the 
center of the splice. A fiberglass boron/epolty shim is also added to  compen- 
sate for the icit ial  titanium thickness, and t o  provide a smooth fiber trans- 
i t ion into TAP splice. 
Bolted joints, through the titanium end fittings, are used at both 
ends of each tube for f inal  assembly of the truss structure. The titaninn 
f i t t ings k v e  f l a t s  machined on the outside diameter in tbe vicinity of the 
bolted joint, to provide a mating surface for the bolt head thus eliminating 
separate external radius blocks. The bolted joint i t se l f  i s  accomplished with 
the use of 1.515 x lo9 ~ / m ~  (220 hi) bolts. The use of these high strength 
bolts results in  minimum lergth joints in con,,unction with minimum diameter 
tubes. 
2.5 A w x  Fittinfi Desim 
!There are six apex fittings of four different canf-igwations re- 
quired f ~ r  assembly of the two-dimensional thrust structure. Due t o  synnretry 
of the structure the f i t t ings a t  nodes 1 and 3 are identical as are the f i t -  
tings a t  nodes 4 and 6. The f i t t ings a t  nodes 2 and 5 are centrally located 
and therefore are utilized in  only one location each. The f i t t ings were 
designed t o  be structurally representative of a fl ight structure, but were 
simplified i n  design to minimize fabrication cost. A m i c a 1  apex f i t t ing  
is shown in  Figure 2-8. !Be fit t ings, fabricated fram 6 ~ 1 - 4 ~  annealed 

Figure 2-8 Titanium Apex Fitting Node 2 
titanium bar stock, consist basically of a central  hub area off of which 
cylindrical, and in one case lug type appendages, have been machined. The 
cylindrical sections mate with the inside diameter of the tube and contain 
the nut plate assemblies which serve to  attach the boron/epoxy tubes t o  
the fi t t ings.  The lug sections, which are used on the f i t t i n g  a t  node 2, 
are male type and mate t o  female type fittings incorporated a t  one end of 
members 1244 and 2307. The lug type connection of these members at node 2 
is necessary for truss assembly but a lso allow; e low weight, Uncamp~icated 
machined par t  to  be used for  the f i t t i n g  a t  node 2. 
I n  addition to  the design of the f i t t i ngs  for the resultant internal 
member loads, consideration was given to  provide a - t e s t  interface with suit-  
able load introduction. As a result  a 57.15 mm (2.25 in.) diameter socket 
was incorporated i n  the f i t t i ngs  a t  nodes 2, 4, 5 and 6 into which a s t e e l  
t e s t  f i t t i n g  was inserted to  establish the load introduction interface. A t  
nodes 1 and 3 the load reaction points, similar holes were provided in the 
f i t t ings ,  only in  a plane perpendicular t o  the truss plane. Upon assenibly 
to  the t e s t  fixture these holes receive pins providing the desired end 
supports. 
2.6 Weinht Camparison 
Tubular member weights resulting from the design of the two-dimensional 
truss are presented in Table 2-2. The boron/epoxy weights were calculated 
from actual de t a i l  design; the titanium weights were computed from an optimum 
6 
or near optimum weight study. A working s t ress  level of 7 9 . 8  x 10 N (115,000 
psi) was used for  the t i t a n i m  members i n  compression, t h i s  was due to the 
non-linearity of the modulus a t  values approaching the compression yield 
stress.  In order t o  arrive a t  an equitable weight comparison, identical 
titanium tubes were used i n  the same positions i n  the truss assembly, where 
identical boron/epoxy tubes were utilized. 
Table 2-2 Comparative Tubular Member Weights - 
Two Dimensional Truss 
I 
-- - 
C Boron/Epoxy Desim Titanium Desim I Member [ hember Weight - I (as) ! Member Weinht - N (lbs) , r 
I I 
3 .o MATERIAIS AM) MANUFACTURING 
3.1 Material Procurexent 
The materials required for the fabrication of the two-dimensional 
thrust structure were: 
o ~oron/epoxy three inch wide continuous preimpregnated tape 
o 6al-4~ annealed titanium rod and bar P tock 
o Metlbond 329, Type I A  adhesive 
o 1.518 r 10' ~ / m ~  (220,000 psi) heat t rea t  s t ee l  bolts 
o Steel nuts and nut retainers 
The boron/epoxy tape was purchased t o  Grumman Aerospace Specification 
GM~oO~A, Type I11 and contained United Aircraft filament impregnated with the 
3M SF290 resin system. The titanium and adhesive were purchased to  Grumnan 
Aerc ;pace Corporation specifications GM3112A and ~4355, respectively . A l l  
hardware was in eccordance with Standard Pressed Steel specifications. 
3 .2 Tool Design 
Tool requirements for the ~rogranc were as follows: 
o Mold Form (MOF) - 3 Required 
o Layup Mandrel (TFT) - Cambination Tool 
o Layup Template (LT) - 3 Required 
o !Ribe Wrapping Machine (McA) - 1 Required 
o Weld Fixture (WF) - 2 Required 
o Inspection Fixture (ICF) - 1 Required 
3.2.1 Mold Forms 
The mold forms used to  fabricate the Phs :e I and Phase I1 tubes 
were similar in basic design. The three tools were female molds s p l i t  
along the longitudinal centerline, with the inside surface being the mold- 
ing surface. The molds were rough machined f'rom s tee l  bar stock with 
finish grinding of the mating surfaces. Both halves were then assembled 
with locating pins and cap screws. A f l a t  pattern contour template was 
made of the molding surface and checkca 2or accuracy. The molding sur- 
faces were then machined t o  finish dimensions using a tracing lathe. 
Index holes, vacuum grooves and vacuum fi t t ings were then added. 
Several modifications were incorporated into the Phase I1 mold 
forms to enhance performance. These modifications included: the addition 
of slotted vacuum bleed rings and vacuum ports a t  both ends of the tool, 
additional bleeder ports and incorporation of cast silicone rubber seals 
a t  the tool ends, with a matched f q i n g  surface so the titanium splice 
fi t t ings.  '1.e l a t t e r  modification was uti l ized to  minimize l a t e ra l  resin 
bleed out during cure. A typical mold form i s  shown in  Figure 3-1. 
3.2.2 Lavur, Mandrels 
The layup mandrel was designed to accommodate a l l  three tube con- 
figurations with one combination tool. The mandrel was an a l l  metal 
breakaway type consisting of one s t ee l  arbor, common to  a l l  tube configura- 
tions, two circular aluminum end plugs and a five section aluminum main 
plug, which differed for each tube size. The end plugs were provided with 
locators to  accurately position the titanium splice f i t t ings  longitudinally 
and radially. The use of a breakaway type of mandrel was dictated by the 
tube co~figuration xhich caused the mandrel to become locked in  upon com- 
pletion of the tube wrapping operation, and the desire to  remove the mandrel 
prior to f k t h e r  processing. Mandrel removal was a relatively simple opera- 
tion with the resultant design. To remove the mandrel from the layup the 
part was positioned i n  the female mold, the mold closet? and a vacwm applied 
to  the envelope bag. The arbor was then removed fram one end, followed by 
end plug removal from each end. !Chis exposed the s p l i t  center section 
which was collapsed and pulled out. A typical mandrel Xs shown in  Figure 
3-2. 
3.2.3 TubeWrappinnMachine 
The tube wrapping machine was a hand operated tool that layed-up 
and compacted the boron tape on the tube layup mandrel. This tool consisted 
of a wind-up roller, pressure roller,  vacuum table and tube layup mandrel. 
The wrapping machine used for Phase I1 was a redesigned version of 
the Phase I machine. Modifications were made t o  accommodate the three tube 
designs, provide for more positive location of splice plates and to  allow 
for more f lexibi l i ty  of procedures during tube fabrication. Position 
of the takeup rol ler  was made movable rather than fixed. This permitted the 
angle a t  which the layup template was pulled through the pinch rollers to  , 
be adjtmted during layup t o  best accommodate the ply buildup. The compactio~ 

ro l le r  setup was changed from one ~ t r a i g h t  ro l l e r  t o  one straight and one 
contoured rol ler  for  each tube configuration. During Pbase I it was decer- 
mined that  using a straight ro l le r  for  the complete 1- did not permit 
the proper compaction once the splice plates were introduced into the layup. 
The new concept used the straight ro l le r  for compaction prior t o  positioning 
the splice plates md the contoured ro l le r  with the pleu2s i n  position. The 
vacum table was also modified to  allow for  a more gentle introduction of 
boron into the compaction rollers.  Figure 3-3 shows the tube wrapping mach- 
ine. 
The tube fabrication procedure uti l ized with the wrapping machine 
was : 
Apply boron tape to  the qylar l a ~ n x p  template . 
Posit ion straight compact ion ro l le r  
Position the ternlate on the wrapping machine and attach 
t o  the wind-up ro l le r  
Apply vacuum to  the template 
Wind template two turns on the wind-up ro l le r  
Position layup mandrcl and adjust pressure ro l le r  
Turn wind-up ro l le r  u n t i l  boron tape i s  fed between the 
layup mandrel and the pressure rol ler ,  transferring the 
tape t o  the mandrel 
Continue layup to  insertion of splice plates 
Replace straight compsction ro l le r  with proper contoured 
rol ler  
Position splice plate locators on layup mandrel and in- 
se r t  splice platas 
Adjust compaction pressure and complete layup 
the boron pl ies  were transferred t o  the layup mandrel the c i r -  
cumferential iength of each ply was checked by the use of' witness l ines 03 
the layup template and the 1s;yup mandrel. A gauge attached to  the layup 
machine was used to  check the longituainal position of the pl ies  during 
layup. In addition, part  diameter was continuously checked during wrup- 
ping to  insure proper compaction. When the layup was completed the wrapped 
mandrel was removed and transferred t o  the mold form. 

3.2.4 LavunTemlates 
La;yup templates used for the Phase I1 tubes were of the sPAe Qpe 
as Phase I; .Ol27 mm (0.005 inch) thick m l a r  film. 
A typical boron/epcrxy tape 1-p template i s  shown i n  Figure 1-4. 
Information on the template inclu9ee pQ. number, ply t r i m ,  ply orientation, 
ply position, ply s l i t  locations and template feed direction. To minimize 
handling problems, ebch template was made t o  include no more than five p l i e ~ .  
S l i t t ing  01 the boron/epoxy t o  accommodate the tapers presented no problem 
when cirapping the full  length plies although some repositioning of tl-e s l i t  
portions was reqaired before f i na l  compaction of the ply. Again, as ?.n 
Phase I operation,the short pl ies  did not mchine wrap pr0per.W and had t o  
be positioned by hand before compaction. Although positioning the short 
plies by hand is more time consuming than by machine it i s  quite accurate 
and represents the best existing method. 
3.2.5 Titanium spl ice  Fi t t ing Weld Fixture 
The titanium splice f i t t i n g  weld fixture was simtlar i n  deeign to  
the tool used for the Fhase I program. It was a simple V-block type holding 
fixture which securely held the splice f i t t i n g  during the welciing "peration. 
Used in  conjunction v i th  the holding fixture were splash bars ( t o  prevant 
the electron beam from passing through to  the opposite sfde of the part) and 
a run-on f ixturc .  The l a t t e r  was necessary t o  prevent damage t o  the tcbe 
since the weld was initiatec! from the boron/epoxy side rather than the tube 
end. 
3.2.6 Q.C. Inspection Fixture 
The Quality Control inspection fixture ,:as a holdhg +ool used t o  
mount the ttibes for  ultrusonic inspectio~,. It w a s  placed in  t h ~  ;est tank 
and positioned relative t o  the scanning motion of the t e s t  probe. ha the 
probe completed a pass an indexing device was activated caushg the tube 
t o  rotate through a fixed angle. A single fixture was fabricated which w a s  
adaptable t o  the thr-.e tube co~f~gura t ions .  The fixture i s  shown i n  Figure 
3-5. 
3.2.7 Asserably Toolinq 
Assembly tooling cons is ted of ar assembly fixture and removable 
d r i l i  jigs. !The assembly fixture, shown in Figure 3-6, positioned the apex 
f i t t ings  i n  the proper spacial relationship to  each other, with the f i t t i ngs  


i n  turn locating the boron/epoxy tubes. ~ a t e r a l  f i t t i ng  location at nodes 
2, 4, 5 and 6 was provided by vertically sliding pins engaging holes bored 
in the apex fi t t ings.  Vertical location w a s  provided with banking surfaces 
machined on the fixture. A t  nodes 1 and 3 both la te ra l  and vertical  f i t t i ng  
location was provided by pins. A t  these nodes, however, the pins engage5 
the apex f i t t ings i n  a l ine normal to  .le plane of the thrust structure. 
Close dimensional control w a s  provided between the pins a t  nodes 1 and 3 and 
the banking surfaces a t  nodes 4, 5 and 6. The f i t t i n g  location a t  node 2 
was made adjustable t o  account for  any tolerance accumulation. 
The d r i l l  Sigs were simple V-block type holding clamps that were 
positioned to  the pre-drilled holes i n  the tube splice fi t t ings.  The d r i l l  
j i g  i n  turn held and positioned the portable automatic dr i l l ing head, The 
d r i l l  j i g  and automatic dr i l l ing head are shwm in Figure 3-7. 
3.3 Parts Fabrication 
The two-dimens iona? thrust s truc ture assem*.-y required fabrication 
of titanium splice f i t t ings,  titanium apex and 2.:~ f i t t ings and boron/epmy 
tubes. A detailed describtion of the manufacturing operations recpired to  
fabricate these parts, as well as those necessary for f ina l  thrust s t ructwe 
assembly follows. 
3.3.1 Titanium Splice Fittinn Machininq 
The titanium splice f i t t ings were machined from 6A1-4V annealed 
titanium rod stock. Fabrication was init iated by rough cutting the rod 
to lengths of approximately .304m (12 in. ) and boring the inside diameter 
to  2.54 mm ( .10 in. ) undersize. The stock was then mounted in a lathe 
where the o-atside dianieter was turned t o  2.56 ?mn ( .LO in.) oversize. Follow- 
ing the i n i t i a l  tumlng operation the part was put through a stress re l ie f  
cycle per Grumman Standard Specification (GSS) 6205, which called for a 
temperature exposure of 922 . o ~ O K  ( 1 2 0 0 ~ ~ )  for four hours followed by a 
slow cool down in the oven to 64.26OK ( 7 0 0 ~ ~ ) .  The cycle was used t o  
minimize i f  not eliminate any f inal  part distortion caused by residual 
machining stress. After completion of the stress rel ief  operation the 
parts were remounted on a lathe and turned t o  the finished configuration. 
This was followed by milling of f l a t s  on the f i t t i n g  outside diameters 
and the dr i l l ing of 6.35 m ; -25 in.) diameter p i lo t  holes. The f ina l  
operation involved the parting of the f i t t i ng  along its longitudinal 
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of s l i t  w l a r  film, and t ight ly  wrapped onto the mandrel using the tube 
wrapping machine. This device had a spring loaded silicone rubber ro l l e r  
mounted beneath the wrap mandrel to  exert pressure as the tube was being 
wrapped. A vacuum chuck was used to tension the q l a r  prior t o  wrap to  
ass i s t  i n  compacting the laminate. A takeup r o l l  was provided t o  r o l l  up 
the bare mylar af ter  the boron/epoxy had been wrapped. A locating gauge 
was mounted above the wrap mandrel t o  assure accurate positioning of the 
individual B/Ep pl ies  re la t ive  t o  the steps i n  the titanium splice fit- 
t ings . 
After the bleeders had been wrapped on the mandrel, the B/Q 
tape was layed up on the nlylars and inspected. Those pl ies  which tapered 
were pre-s l i t  a t  half inch intervals so tha t  they could open up i n  the 
splice plate area to accommodate the changes i n  part  diamett!r. Each qr la r  
contained several B/Ep pl ies  with approximately nine my1a.r~ used for  the 
numerous individual pl ies  of B / E ~  required. Each rtylar i n  tun? r ss placed 
on the vacuum chcck and coordinated t o  the wrap mandrel by means of the 
locating gauge. Part diameter was measured a t  various stages t o  veriPy 
adequate wrap compaction necessarv t o  insure insertion of the layup in  the 
s p l i t  female mold with the reqi.- :- clearance. When a l l  the B / E ~  pl ies  
faying to  the internal  diameter face of the t i t-nium splice f i t t i ngs  had 
been wrapped, the splice f i t t i ngs  (which had been pretreated by dry hon- 
ing, immersion i n  Pasa J e l l  107M and an application of EC2333 primer) were 
coated with Metlbond 329, Type IA f i l m  adhesive, and positioned on the 
wrap mandrel. ~ iber~ lass /epoxy  (Narmco 7743/2051. prepreg) shim p l ies  were 
cut to  s ize  and wrapped onto the mandrel, followed by the remaining B / E ~  
pl ies  needed to  complete the Layup  operation. A nylon peel ply was added 
to  the outside diameter of the tube extending 3.25 cm (1.25 in.) from the 
B/E$ end before the assembly was placed in  the female s p l i t  mold. 
The s p l i t  mold was werwrapped with fiberglass bleeder and the 
assembly was placed in  a second vacuum ba,g (nylon film sleeve). Excess 
bagging material was unpackaged from the mandrel and sealed t o  the outer 
f i l m  sleeve with sealant tape. A vacuum was applied t o  expand the 1-p 
sufficiently t o  permit removal of the mandrel. The bag was checked and 
a vacuum of 508 mm of Hg (20 in. of mercury) minimum was applied. Concur- 
rently with the tube a solid B/E~ laminate and a ~ / ~ p / t i t a n i u m  olded lap 
shear panel were layed-up and bagged t o  serve as Process Verification Panels. 
The tube and t e s t  panels were placed in  an? autoclave and cured. 
Prior to  beginning the fabrication of the production B/@ tubes 
one f'u11 s ize  tube (A~l69-1011) was bu i l t  as a too l  proveout using fiber- 
glass/epoxy prepreg i n  place of the B / E ~  except for  the outer three plies.  
Since the average per ply thickness of the fiberglass/epoxy i s  .254 mm 
('I) mil) vs. .I27 mm ( 5  mil) fo r  the B /E~ ,  only half the t o t a l  number of 
pl ies  were used for  layup. A new laminate table was prepared indicating 
which pl ies  were t o  be removed i n  order t o  achieve the proper tube con- 
figuration through the taper area. Fabrication techniques used for  the 
fiberglass tube were identical  t o  those t o  be use6 for the B/E~ tubes 
except tha t  the stepped titanium end f i t t ings  were coated w i t 3  teflon 
tape and a spray release agent t o  permit removal a f t e r  tool prcveout was 
complete. These plates were l a t e r  used on the production B/E~ tubes. 
Items checked during tool  proveout included: 
Proper tracking of la~rup templates 
Amount of vacuum required for  proper tension of layup 
templates 
Position of wind-up ro l l e r  t o  aid in proper compaction 
of the tube 
Ease of removal of s p l i t  layup mandrel 
Pos i t i o~ ing  of splice plates and tube dimensions a f t e r  
cure 
The resultant part ,  shown i n  Figure 3-16, confirmed that  a l l  tool- 
ing worked as anticipated. In addition, part  quality was exceptional. 
Following successful molding of the fiberglass/baron/epoxy replica, 
t.he f i r s t  tube, ADl69-1011, No. 1 was wrapped and cured. The par t  was 
visually and dimensionally inspected with both inspections inferring that 
the tube was sound, however that  there seemed t o  be excessive resin f low, 
even though a modified bleeder had been used t o  compensate for the higher 
resin flow of the SP230 ( 3 ~ )  system. Also noted a t  th is  time was a l a t e r a l  
flow of resin out the tube ends and a 3 3 . 4 ' ~  (GOOF) temperature spread on 
the tool. Based on the good visual inspection and nominal per ply thick- 
ness, i t  was decided t o  wrap and cure ADl69-1011, No. 2. A modification 
was made to  the curs cycle t o  reduce the excess flow. Steps were a lso 
taken t o  reduce the temperature apread. The changes incorporated were: 

o Reduction of the temperature and pressure used for  the 
i n i t i a l  holding step t o  insure seating of the tube against 
the mold form, without removing excess resin 
o Insulation of the bottom of the tool to minimize the temp- 
erature variation Prom top to  bottom. ( ~ u b e  numbers 1 and 
2 were cured i n  a conduction m e  autoclave.) 
After the second tube, ADl69-1011, No. 2, was cured it was found 
that these modifications were not tota l ly  effective ~ i n c e  the ~ u b ?  had 
some surface irregulari t ies and the excessjve l a t e r a l  resin ?low was s t i l l  
present. In addition, the temp2rature spread was reduced but was s t i l l  
higher than desired. Both tubes were sent to Quality Control for N.DIT. 
inspection. Both were found to  contain ultrasonic discontinuities, a l l  
of which were located a t  the top of the tube (the surface away from the 
autoclave heated platen). 
Rather than immediately di.:p@sitioning both tubes as rejects L t  
was decided t o  have the tubes undergo a proof tes t .  The intect  of the 
tes t  was to  verlfy NDT relationship to  s t -ac tura l  integrity of the parts. 
Loading for both tes t s  were the ultimate axial  loads experienced by the 
members as p m t  of the thrust structure assehlbly. Details of the testing 
are given in  Section 5. Part number ADl69-1011, No. 1 passed the proof 
tes t ,  was sent back to  Quality Control for ultrasonic inspection ( t o  in- 
stwe no additional discontinuity growth) and was used i n  the assembly. 
The No. 2 tube failed the proof test .  As a resul t  the splice f i t t i ngs  were 
reclaimed (there was no damage t o  these parts) and were used on the replace- 
ment tube. 
Before tube ADl69-1011, No. 3 was fabricated the following process 
changes were made t o  accommodate the SP290 res ic  system: 
o Installat ion of silicone rubber seals i n  the molds a t  the 
ends of !.he titanium s~? l i ce  plateq t o  preveut l a t e r a l  
resin flow 
o Curing in a convection autoclave (hot a i r  circulating) t o  
minimize t a p e r a t w e  v~s io t ione  across the tool 
o Modification of the cure cycle 
Tube 19169-1011, No. 3 was cured using this revised process vhtch 
proved to be most effective. Subsequerit ultrasonic inspecti= revealed e 
high quality part without any 04 the defects noted on nmbers 1 an8 2. The 
r.2vised process then became the stendard method of fabrication and was used 
to .m?acture e l l  remaining tubes - A~l69-1012, Nos. 1 and 4, AIl169-10l3, 
Nos. 1 and 2 and the replacement for A~l69-1011, No. 2. The md.ified cure 
~ c l e  used in conjunction with the above zioted changes was: 
Apply fill vacmm, 60.6 cm Hg (27 in. ~lg) minimum 
Place part on blocks near the door of a circulating air 
autoclave w i t h  oper .ads facing the side wells 
Raise temperature to  338"~ (150'~) maximum as recorded 
by the hottest thermocouple in 8-12 ;linutes 
3 App'ly 731 x 10 ~ / m  (35 psi) positive pressure and 
hold for 2 zlinutes with the vacuum system turned off. 
If tbe v a ~ ~  fal ls  below 25.4 cm Hg ('10 in. Hg), abort 
the run and rebag part 
If the part passes the vacuum check maintain the part a t  
338'~ ( 1 5 0 ~ ~ )  and fu l l  vacuum plus 731 x lo3 R/m2 (95 
pz i) for 30-45 minutes. The maximum thermocouple reading 
permitted during this cycle is 352.59OIS (175'F) 
Raise temperature to 388.7OK (2b°F), reduce pressure to 
3 2 654 x 10 ~ / m  (85 psi) and reduce vacuum to 5.08 cm Hg 
(2 in. IQ) maximum 
Raise part temperature t o  438.7OK (330°F) in not more than 
40 minutes as measured by hottest thermocouple 
? 
Hold the part a t  438.7.K ( 3 3 0 ~ ~ )  under 654 x 15 N/m2 
(85 psi) and 5.08 ca; Xg (2 a. Hg) vacuum for 90 2 10 min.  
The permitted range of a l l  theneocauples (pert or tool) 
shall be 438.7-455 -3'1 (330-360'~) 
Cool part to 422"~ (300'F) and apply fill vacuum while 
maintaining 654 x lo3 N/a2 (85 psi) 
Cool tc 3 3 8 " ~  (1%"~) and remove from autoclave under f u l l  
Following ultrasonic and visual inspection, a l l  tubes *ere over- 
wrapped with local, 25.4 mm (1.0 in.) wide, 90' B/@ plies tn the s ~ l i c e  
transition region. This procedure was accomplished by removal of the 
external peel ply and applying one layer of Metlbond 329, 1A adhesive 
md the required number of 90' plies to the outside diameter of t\e tube. 
This was followed by applicatiou of the bleeder system consisting of m e  
ply MlOh0, one ply 1l6 glass cloth, one ply perforated n;ylzr and two plies 
of 121 glass. The overwrap was envelope bagged and cured 60-9  minutes a t  
450 2 5'K ( 3 5 ~  2 10'~) a t  310 x 1 - 5 1 7  x lo3 IV/rn3 (45-75 psi). 
Following the laminating of the overwrap the various operations 
necessary for the completion of the tubes were performed. The i n i t i a l  
operation was electron beam weldkg of the two halves of the titanium 
splice fittings Titanium surface preparation prior t o  welding was:  
o Mechanically cleaning the gaps between the two sed- 
circular splice f i t t ings t o  remove excess a6hesive and 
resin fios deposited fram the laminate cure process 
o Immersion is en alkaline cleaner a t  ~ 3 8 . 7 ~ ~  (150'~) 
followed by rinsing and drying 
o Imutersion in an acid etch pickling bath (m ) followed 3 
by rinsing and drying 
Titanium 6Al- shims, typically 1.52 ma ( ,060 in.) thick, 
were f i t ted  ';: the gaps between titaniun splice fit t ings. Next, copper 
ch i l l  bars were installed on the inside diameter of the tube near the 
boron/titsn?um interface. The tube was then mounted in the weld fixture 
ard positioned relative to  the motion of the gun. After a vacuum was 
drawn the welding of the splice f i t t ings was initiated 12.7 ma ( .5O *n.) 
from the boron/epoxy/titanium interface, extending approximately .lOl6 m 
(4.0 in.) to  the end of the part. Titanium f i l l e r  w b e  (6A1-4~) was used 
in conjunction with the shims to f! li the gap between the titanium fittings 
to  minimize distortion and porosity. The welding parameters used had been 
determined previously using replicas of the splice plates. A l l  welds were 
examined radiographically using production procedures. Only one weld of the 
forty made in this phase requbed rework due t o  an under fill on the inside 
diameter which might not have been removed i n  wxbsequent machinin& operetions. 
The fabrication of the tubes w8s ca!@leted by conventional machining 
operations includ ing : 
o Turnang the inside diameter to  the Final dimension 
o Parting excess titanium a t  both ends 
o Chamfering the inside diameter 
o Ji g borLng stop holes at the ternination of the we1& and 
ptlot holes for fasteners 
A l l  the tubes were dimensionally inspected prior to acceptance. 
Canpleted tubes, one of each configuration fabricated, are shown in FLgure 
3-17'. 
3.3.4 'Rws Assembu 
The assembly of the truss was a conventional drilling/fastening 
aperation perfonwd using an assembly fixture, d r i l l  j igs  and Quackenbush 
dri l ls .  
Details of the truss structure fin81 assembly operation and the 
sequence of performance are as follows: 
R e f i t  entire structure and check dimensionally 
Frcmn pilot ho1.e~ on tubes, line d r i l l  end ream tubes and 
apex fittings fill size. This cansisted of drilling 1&li 
holes of 3 different sizes 
fns~ect holes 
Mark tubes ar.3 apac fittings to insure proper reassembly 
Disassemble entire structure 
Deburr and clean both tr'-es and fittings 
D r i l l  retention hole in radius blocks from d r i l l  tool 
D r i l l  retention hole in apex fittings frcnn d r i l l  +a1 
(counter bore and countersink required) and deburr 
Insert radius blocks in apex f i t t ing inside diameter 
and secure with fastener 
Line d r i l l  and ream radius blocks through fi t t ing 
Remove radius blocks from fitting and deburr 
Using an actual bolt a8 a tool, locate nut and nut 
re taber  on flat portion of radius block 
Using nut retainer as a d r i l l  tool d r i l l  two nut re- 
tainer retention holes tbmugh r a d b  block. Counter- 
sink far side and deb- 

Ins ta l l  rivets in nut retainer retention 30hs and squeez: 
rivet 
Inspect assembly 
&move bolt  and ins t a l l  1 ~ ? i a s  block assembly in aFex f i t -  
ting 
?asten with s c n x  and nut 
Complete steps 1 thm* fi for a l l  tubes 
Seasemble truss 
Ins ta l l  bolts and torque 
Inspect assem3ly 
Fiqnes 3-18 and 3-19 deptc t th2 conrpleted two-dimens ions1 truss assembly. 
Subsequent to  assem54 ths p le l  ply was removed from :he 3 / ~  Rnci strain gages 
were bonded to the tubes. This was followed by application o? a seal  coat of 
Epon 9% t o  a l l  areas of the tube not covered Sy strain gages. After sealing 
had been axomplished the s t ra in  gages wer? w i r e d  and the t m s  assembly vas 
removed from the ass2mbly fixture for attscknaent of the tes t  load introduction 
fi t t ings.  'Ik s t r x t u r e  was shipped to 3S.X in June of 1972 for s t a t i c  test-  
i ry  . 
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4.0 QUALITY CONTROL 
The Quality Control tasks performed for this program included: 
o Destructive Testing 
o In-Process Contra1 
4.1 Destructive Test inq 
1 . 1  Receiving Inspec tion 
A l l  incoming materials were inspected in  accordance with procedures 
described in  the applicable Grumman h t e r i a l  Specifications (GM) . The boron 
reinforced preimpregnated materials were inspected per GM3004, Type IIIF. 
The testing required for this  inspection included physical and mechanical 
property determinations. The mechanical properties checked were longitudinal 
and transverse flexural strength and modulus a t  297'~ (75'~)  and a t  "/'OK 
(395'~). Horizontal shear strength tests  were performed a t  297'~ (7f01?) only. 
The phgrsical properties tested were resin content, volati le content and flow. 
The properties measured on the material uti l ized are recorded in Table 4-1. 
The boron/epoqy preimpregnated tape utilized for  this  program was 
recebed i n  two shipments. The resin flow for batch 206 exceeded (by 1%) 
the maximum required by specification an6 the volati le content f c r  batch 220 
was below (by 0.1%) the minimum required by specification. Engineering was 
presented the t e s t  data and af te r  careful evaluation accepted the material 
since the out-of specification physical properties could be corrected by 
modifications in  processing without effecting part  performance. 
Three shipments of 6A1-4~ titanium were also received and accepted 
in  accordance with Grumman Specification GM3112A, Amendment No. 1. The 
shipments consisted of .104re x .304 x .457m (4 1/8 in. x 12 in. x 18 in.) 
multiples of forged annealed and cleaned b i l l e t ,  and .117m x .304m (4 5/8 in. 
dia. x 2 2  in.) multiples and .0gm x .304m (3 5/8 in. dia. x 12 in.) multiples 
, * 
of forged annealed and turned b i l l e t  . The chemical composition verification 
included an analysis for the major constituents of the alloy. A l l  of the I ,  
elements were found to be in  accordance with the specified range as required 1 .  1 
; 
in GIQ112A. The mechanical property verification tests consisted cf ultimate 
tensile strength and yield and the percent elongation. A l l  test  results were 
satisfactory. The results are presented in Table 4-2. 
I '  
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Table 4-2 
Mechanical Properties Verification of 6A1-4~ Annealed Titanium 
I Size cm (in.) 
Min. Req'd Per 
m 1 1 2  
Ultimate Tensile 
- 
Tensile Yield 
4.1.2 Process Control 
Process ve~ i f i ca t ion  t e s t  tabs were processed with each autoclave 
cycle to  verify that the adhesives and organic matric'ies were adequately cured. 
Testing was conducted a t  room temperature on coupons from: 
o A unidirectional 15 ply t e s t  panel fabricated f rom the 
same batch of tape and undergoing the same cure cycle as 
the part. Coupons from this  panel were tested for long- 
itudinal flexural strength, modulus and horizontal shear 
strength. 
o A B/E$ to titanium lap shear panel, ut i l iz ing the bame 
adhesive and cure cycle as the part. These coupon 
tests verify the adhesive cure for &he integrally molded 
B/E~ t o  f i tanium splice. 
The coupon tes t  results relating to tube cumulative numbers 1 
through 7 were satisfactory. The horizontal shear strength relating to 
tube cumulative numbers 8 and 9 (A~l69-1012-7, No. 4 and A~l69-1013-7, 
No. 2) was below minimum as was the flexural strength and modulus relating 
to  tube number 10 (~~169-1011-7). The results were presented to engineer- 
ing for disposition. Though the t e s t  results were below minimum, the tubes 
made from this material were accepted (af te r  N.D.T. inspection) based on 
the ' following: 
o The process control tes t  specimens yielding low horizontal 
shear strengths exhibited. per ply thicknesses of .I193 mm 
(.0047 in.) which was below the minimum specification value 
of .I245 mm ( ,0049 in.) . Inspection of the .tubes, however, 
yielded per ply thicknesses within the specified range of 
,1245- .I398 mm ( .0049- .0055 in.). 
o The process control tes t  specimens yielding low flexural 
strengths and moduli were observed to  have an irregular sur- 
face and thus the resultant data was suspect. Rzbe surfaces 
during the identical run were satisfactory. 
The c q l e t e  tes t  tab results for a l l  tubes are presented in Table 4-3. 
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4 .2 In-Process Inswcticm 
The fabrication of a l l  test  specimens, beginning with +he Ltorage and 
distribution of materials and continuLng thraugh the manufacturing cycles of 
le \ - ~ p ,  cure and machining was under b l i t y  Bantrol surveillance. A l l  prepreg 
and adhesive materials were stored a t  Oar' and distributed on* by the Quality 
Control group. This insured that only mate~ials  known to be acceptable were 
used. Ihe layup of a l l  panels was m i t o r e d ,  each individual ply be- examined 
rbr proper fiber orientation. Permanent records of time, temperature, pressure 
and vacuum were maintained during a l l  cure cycles to insure that each run L- 
plied to the prescribed cycle. The dimensions of a l l  machined spechens were 
measured t o  assure conformance with the governing engineera- drawings. Surveil- 
l a c e  contbued during the various subassearb7g fabrication sequences. Inspection 
points included dbensional checks on drill4 holes and hole Locations as well 
as the use of proper hardnare and t tu  satisfactory installaSion of sam. 
4-3 Hondes tructive Tes t i r g  
The required nan-destructive t c s t i q  (I.D.T.) p e r f o d  on each 
tube was accomplished using thraugh- t r s n s m i s s  ion .eflec tion ultrasonics. The 
cri ter ia  employed were: 
o Laminates - L e  rtmximm permitted void or delamination shal l  
not exceed 12.70 am (0.50 in,) 
o Adhesive Bonded Joints - The m~~iman perarftted void or delam- 
ination shal l  not exceed 6.35 nnn (0.25 in.) 
The through-transmission reflection techaique involves the use u; 
a transducer locsted on one side of the laminate and a reflector plate on 
the other side. Sound energy is transmitted fran ';he transducer, reflected 
cff the reflector back through the laminate R I ~ !  :o?lected by ttie sa~le trans- 
ducer. Law frequency focused transducers (2.25;. &) were employed. If a 
defect is present i t  presents an interface which blocks a proportional amount 
of the acoustic energy fro2 rsacting the reflector. This resul% in a loss 
of sound energy reflected back to  the transducer which in turn produces an 
attenuated signal on the cathode ray tube. The Quality Control standlrd used 
for evaluation of the ptirts in  conjunction with the through-transmission re- 
f1ec';ion technique is shoun in  Figure 4-1. lhis standard x u  used to evaluate 
the bonded splices, transition areas and basic 
splice plate from one of the Phase I tubes was 
lamaate of the tubes. A ! 
used to fabricate the standard. i 
8 
Z 

In addition, X-radiography was employed to assess the integriw of i;he elect- 
beam welded joints. 
4.3.1 Tube I.D.T. 
Rrree of the ten tubes evaluated yielded ultrasoruc discontlcuities. 
Svbsequent destructive ammination of one of the tubes confiraed the indications, 
which were attributed to voids and porosity. Part number ADl69-1311, Ao. 1 con- 
tained two discontinuities a t  either end in the region of the integrally mlded 
splice plates. The discontinuities measured 10.G cpl x 11.43 cm (4 in. x 4.5 in.) 
and 15.24 cm i 11.43 cm (6 in. x 4.5 in.). TWO additional discontinuities were 
also detected in the laminate area. They lpeasured approximately 1.27 c i ~  x 
1.91 an ( .50 in. x .75 in.) each. The seeand tube (P/N ADl69-loll, 10o. 2), 
after ultrasonic evalua ton revealed three areas which caused a loss in the 
ultrasonic signal. One of these discautinuities was later shcrwn to be a 
surface void. The next area indicated a discontinuity Located in the splice 
region. lhis easured 5.W an x 7.62 an (2 in. x 3 in.). The remaining quest- 
ionabk area yielded a weak return signal. lbis was attributed to  lnainnte 
porosity. Part number ADfig-lOl2, h. 3, contained two void areas. Both 
void areas were near the top c a t e r  line of the tube above the titant- 
splice p k t e  and me to three plies in  depth. The size of the voids were 
6.35 lrip x 57.15 ma (.25 in. x 2.25 in.) with the long dimension along the 
length of the tube and 6.35 m x 2--54 rma (.25 in. x 1.00 in.) again with the 
l a g  dimension along the length of the tvbe. 
A l l  three p t s  were placed on !4RR for engineera  disposition. 
Action taken on tube number ~~l.69-loll, Hos. 1 and 2 involved proof load*, 
the results of which are discuss& in  Section 5 cf this rzport. Tube number 
ADl69-1012, No. 3 was judged acceptable based upon the follawiag: 
o The void depth was located between the first and third 
plies 
o The cross sectional area affected represented only 2.s 
of the total  even if the %aid extended fhxn@mut the 
entire thickness 
o There uas a 159 margin of safety in the splice area where 
the void w a s  present 

5.0 TEST AW) FAILURE ANALYSIS 
5-1  Tube Froof Load Testing 
Tfie proof t e s t  program wws init iated t o  demonstrate the structural 
integrity o f  two tubes (ADsg-1011 cumulative numbers 1 and 2) whfch were 
shown by ultrasonic inspection to  contain discontinuities in and adjacent 
to  the splice region. The intention was t o  t e s t  each tube to  a predeter- 
mined load which would Lmpose upon the splice, the highest running load 
(ultimate) that the member would experience during normal service in the 
two-dimensional thrust structure. A proof t e s t  would be considered successful 
i f ,  a f te r  sustaining the required load, subsequent ultrasonic inspection 
showed no discontinuity growth in  previously identified areas and no new 
discontinuity indications. In  addition to proof testing the two flawed 
tubes discussed above, it was decided t o  t e s t  an identical member (ADsg- 
1011 cumulative number 3) which had passed ultrasonic inspection. Testing 
of this member was  lot necessary but was conducted for  Qua1:ty Control 
B.D.T. verification. 
5.1.1 Instrumentation 
P?r the purposes of load introduction verification th-. tubes were 
instrum~nced with axial  strain gages located as shown in F i g r e s  5-1 and 
5-2. Strain data was measured and recorded st each increment of Load ap- 
plication. 
5.1.2 Testprocedure 
The t e s t  specimens were individually Installed i-n a Baldwin model 
universal testing machine (UTM) and s tat ical ly  tested under axial  conpres- 
sion with the loads applied in 10 percent increments. Ho special t e s t  fix- 
turing was used t o  introduce the lFIM loads to  the tujes. Hawever, t o  in- 
sure the applica+l,on of uniform axial  loads the ti mium ends of each tube 
were machined f l a t  and parallel  within .W56 mm (.001 in.) prior to test. The 
t e s t  logs used for the proof loads are presented in Figures 5-3 through 
5-5 
5.1.3 Tube Test Results 
The t e s t  results for the three tubed that were proof tested are 
presented i n  Table 5-1. Strains associated with the l ae t  Loadjng inere- 
YOTE: Strain gage numbers 1 and 2 located over areas of indicated 
-
discontiwity (approximately 25.4 nun (1.0 in.) fram over- 
wraps) . 
GECTION A-A 
/ 
- - - -  
Figure 5-1 Strain Gage Locations, Tubs ADI.69-1011, Nos. 1 and 2 4: 
~ ' 
8 
STRAIN GAG5 (TYP. ) 
, '  
' I 
- - PLANE OF TBUSS 
i 
. . 
WELD AXIS ; 
SECTION A-A 1 
FlGbaO 5-2 STRAIN C A W  LOCATIONS. TUB& AD169-1011 
NO. 3 
- c- 
oRUMMAN AEROSPACE COnPORAtlON PAGE 
- 
RUN 
m 
- 
1 
- 
2 
- 
3 
- 
4 
- 
5 
- 
6 
- 
7 
- 
MC OF TEST 
BOOSTER THRIET STRUI:TURE, TUBE ADl.69-1011, NO. 1 PROOF IXZAD TITLE : .-, 
TEST CONDITION: STATIC TEST DATE: 
CONDUCTED BY: R. mLus 
n x rn 1- LBs. m m e  
BASE LOAD 
MAXIMU4 PROOF LOAD 
BASE LOAD 
Figure 5-3 
6 1 
*I" 
ORUMMAN AEROSPACE COAPORATION PAGE 
TITLE: BOOSTER THRUST STRUCTIIIZE, TUBE ADI.69-10011, NO. 2 PROOF U)AD -. 
TEST CONDITION STATIC TEST DArn: 
CONDUC IED BY : R. CHALUS 
RUN TEST LOAD LIMIT SPLICE 
NO. N x l& LBS . LOADING 
CON!IRACT 
MODEL Figure 5-4 
62 
PHOTO 
RlNAlXs Nmm 
BASE LOAD 
I - 
MAXIMUM PROOF LOAD 
BASE LOAD 
REWRT 
DATE 
Q R U Y Y A N  AEROSPACE CORPORATION PAGE 
LOG OF T E S T  
TEST CONDITION : STATIC TEST DAm? 
- 
1UN UTEi * &o.s - TEST K N D  LIMIT SPLICE PHOTO 
NO* N IC 106 Ll3s. LOADING FGMARKS NlmEa 
I 
1 0 0 0 BASE LOAD 
2 .089 20,000 10 
1 206,900 1 100 i DESIGN LIMIT LOAD 1 
0 I 0 I 0 I BASE LOAD I 
I I 
REPORT 
DATE 
Table 5-1 Summary of Proof Load Tests 
Specimen swtained 
Froof load with no 
signs of failure. 
0.8451 x 10% 1 66 / specimen failed ~~l.69-1011, 1.285 x 10 N 
(289,000 lbs . ) ( 190,000 lbs . ) thraugh void area. 
6 
No. 1 1 . 0 ~ 4  x 10 N ADl69-1011, 1 .012xlON 100 Specimen sustained (227,600 lbs . ) (227,600 lbs. ) proof load with no 
signs of failure. 
- - 
ment are presented i n  Table 5-2. A br ief  description of the t e s t  and re- 
su l t s  for each of the three tubes i s  as follows: 
o ADl69-1011, No. 1 Proof Test - This member was subjected 
to  a pure axial  compressive load of 889,000~ (200,000 lbs.) 
without any sign of failure. The load represented the u l t i -  
mate splice loading this  member would experience when 
loaded as part  of the two-dimensional truss structure. 
Figure 5-6 shows the t e s t  load vs. s t ra in  plot, along 
with predicted s t ra in  plots. The s t ra in  readings were 
l inear up t o  and down from proof load. Readings taken 
a t  zero load a f t e r  holding proof load for 25 seconds showed 
no residual strain.  Subsequently, through-transmiss ion 
reflection inspection indicated that  the boundaries of 
the discontinuities had not changed nor had any additional 
damage been imposed. It was judged Prom the t e s t  resul t  
and subsequent NDT inspection that  the tube was adequate 
for use in the two-dimensional truss i n  the location 
specified, which was between nodes 5 and 6 (member number 
1243) . 
o ~~169-1011, No. 2 Proof Test - Again, as in  the proof t e s t  of 
No. 1, the member was sub.jected t o  an axial  compressive load. 
The tube failed a t  an applied load of 845,1201~ (190,000 lbs.) 
e t  the laminate transit ion point. Strain readings t o  f a i l -  
ure were l inear and sometlhat less than predicted. Figure 
5-7 presentes the t e s t  load vs. s t ra in  diagram, as well as 
the predicted strains.  'ocation of the fa i lure  was in one 
of the areas previously determined t o  contain a discontinuity, 
Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show two views of the failed tube, the 
areas outlined in  white denote the discontinuities. The 
load sustained represented 65.7 percent of the ultimate 
splice loading th i s  member would have experienced as  part  
of the truss structure. 
Ta'cle 5-2 Strain Gage Readings - Proof Load Tests 
ADl.69-loll No. 1 I A~l69-1011 No. 2- AD169-1011 No. 3 
- 
-- 
specimen Number 
6 (2) 0.7784 x 10 N 
(200,000 lbs . ) (174,900 lbs.) Applisd Load (227,600 lbs .) 
Strain Messuremert 
NOTES: ( 1) 100$ proof load 
-
(2) 61 percent proof load (specimen failure at  66 percent) 
65 
TEST (AVG)\. 
I CXBCUITS 1 A X 9  
PREDICTED STRAIN 
-- 
CIBCUITS 1 A33 2 
20 4b 60 80 100 
PROOF LOAD 
FIGbU 5-6 L O U  VS. STD.1N LIAGBAET FOP, AD369-1011 h 0. 1 
PROOt' T W T  
. . 
6000 - -  PlUDICTEiD STRAIN 
CIRCUITS ) THRU 5 
5000 - *  
A 
E 
C: 4000 -. 
L: 
4 
3 
u 
t.'EEDE!IED STRAIN 
CIRCUITS 1 AND 2 
CIRCUITS 1 AND 2 
I 
20 
I-. 
40 63 80 100 


o An169-loll, No. 3 Proof Test - The f ina l  member to be proof 
tested was ADfi9-1011, No. 3. This tube, which had passed 
ND!L', was tested for Quality Control b .-rification. The 
member was tested in a manner iaentical to the two other 
tubes. A compressive load of 1,011,CW;I (227,600 lbs.) 
representing 110 percent of design limit load (D. L.L. ) 
was applied and successfblly carried. Measured strains up 
to  and down from 110 percent D.L.L. were linear. Figure 
5-10 shows the load vs. strain diagram as well as the 
predicted strain. This particular tube was used between 
node; 2 and 5 (memoer 2265) in the truss structure. 
1 I . 1 I 
20 40 66 So loo 
p PHOOF LOAD 
100P r 1,212,bOON (227,600 LB) 
FIt iLRh 5-10 LOAD VS. STRAIN DIAGRAM FOB 0169-1011 NO. 3 
PROOF T B T  
5.2 Two Dimensional Thrust Structure Testing 
A ~ i n e  meniber Two-Dimensional One Third Scale ~om:!Epoxy Booster 
Thrust Structure was fabricated under this program (see Figure 5-il). 
The specimen was delivered to the Test Division of the .istronautics Labor- 
atory, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center for structural testing. A 
tes t  plan (~eference 4 )  was also provided t o  support this  effort. 
5 -2.1 Test Procedure 
The t e s t  specimen is in i t ia l ly  loaded in two design conditions. In 
condition nuuiber 1, the least cr i t ical ,  a l l  engines are dirccted in the 
longitudinal (+x) direction. Applied and reacted loads associated with 
this condition are shown in Figure 5-12. In the second load condition a l l  
englhes are gimbaled From the longitudinal direction and directed in the 
+X and +Y directiom. Figure 5-13 shows the applied loads =d mments re- 
quired t o  satis* load condition number 2. A l l  testing is performed a t  
rom temperature. 
The Booster Thrust Structure specimen is tested as a simply supported 
beam supported a t  nodes 1 anc? 3 (see Figure 5-11). Movement of the truss 
a t  node 3 shal l  be restricted in a l l  three directions while a t  node 1 re- 
straints shal l  be provided in the X and 2 direction only. In addition, 
restraints shal l  be provided a t  nodes 2, 4, 5 and 6 to eliminate motion in 
the Z direction. The specimen must be free t o  deflect in the X and Y direc- 
tion a t  these locations. 
A l l  loads are applied a t  the required hardpoints using Qrdraulic cylinders 
monitored by calibrated load links. 
The t e s t  program consists of loading to  50 percent of l M t  load in  
condition 1 and 2 followed by l i m i t  loading in botb conditions. The speci- 
men is then loaded to  ultimate load (140 percent limit) in condition number 
1, foilowed by loading to  failure in condition 2. Test loads are applied in 
10 percent increments of l i m i t  load t o  limit and then in 5 percent increments 
t o  ultimate and t o  failure. Specimen strain and deflection measurements are 
recorded at, each increment. 
5.2.2 Instrumentation 
The specimen is instrumented w i t k t  108 three circuit  rosette s train 
gages (type FAER-25~-l.2~13 -LT) am! 20 axial gages (type F A B - ~ ~ - ~ ~ s u ) ,  i n  
conjunction with a three wire unshielded cable system. Deflection measure- 
ments are required at 15 locations noted in the test plan (~eference 4). 
The completely instrumented thrust structure is shown in Figure 5-14. 
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Based upon the results of this program, the followir@ conclusions and 
recmmendatlons are presented: 
Conclusions 
o The average weight savings of 30$ for the B/EQ tubular 
members over comparable titanium tubes has been substautiated. 
o The materials and manufacturing processes developed are suit- 
able for productic 
o The in-process and non-destructive test techniques and analysis 
=pplied throughout the program have conclusively demonstrated 
the abiliw to pre-determine the quality of parts. 
o The R.D.T. techniques have been furthr verified by pmof 
testing. 
o The truss assemblg technique has been fully verified, 
Recommendat ions 
o A program extension for the f'abrication and test of flight 
size (full scale) hardware would be desireable. 
o Optimize the manufacturing methods and tooling f c -due iiok 
of Pull scale s tructur~s .
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A m I X  A 
Conversion of S.I.  Unifs to U.S. Customary U'its 
I 
Pbys ical U.S. Customary 
Qdantity Unit SI Unit 
1 Leagth I in. 1 2.54 x lo4 1 Meters - rn 
Force 1 lbs 1 4.448 Neweons - N 
Styess 
Bending Moment 
Temperature 
- 
&t?r - ~ / m ; !  
lbs/ir2 
in.-"s 1 9'79848 x 'lOO1i ;tan &tem - M 
OF' Ttop-32] Degaees Centigrade - 
- - -.- 
6.894 x lo3 Newtons Per Sawre 
